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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 to 3 lower 

Wheat: 5 to 7 lower 

Soybeans: 5 to 7 lower 

Soybean Meal .5 to 1.0 lower 

Soybean Oil: 40 to 45 lower 

 

 

Weather:   

A cutoff system over the central Appalachians will finally push offshore on Saturday. The trough-west and ridge-
east pattern will continue through the weekend, with the trough slowly pushing into the Plains early next week 
and weakening, though continuing through next week. The trough will be reinforced over the north late in the 
week, with a ridge-west and trough-east pattern setting up next weekend. The next trough may start to move into 
the West next Sunday. The U.S. and European models are fairly similar, but the models continue to have 
consistency issues with the placement of precipitation next week. I will use the European ensembles. For the 
outlook period, temperatures on Wednesday will be above normal for most areas outside of the Central and 
Southern Plains, which will be near to below normal. Temperatures will warm in the west and the east, with 
cooling in the north-central U.S. by late in the week as a cold front moves through. The cooling will eventually 
reach the entire area east of the Rockies by the end of next weekend, while well above normal temperatures 
continue to build in the West. The western trough's slow progression and near-stalling will continue periods of 
precipitation for the Southern Plains into the Midwest next week. The front late in the week will produce some 
shower activity over the northern tier of the country and should put an end to the showers, at least for the 
Midwest. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN/FIELDWORK): The slow-moving trough will bring multiple 
periods of showers to the region through Sunday. This will be beneficial to emerging crops but could cause 
planting delays. Additional moderate showers are expected mid-to-late next week. -DTN…PP Acres for corn 
May 26th  

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): A slow-moving trough will bring periods of rainfall to 
the entire region through Sunday, including to drier sections in the southwest, benefiting reproductive wheat. 
Showers that occurred on Thursday over western to central Kansas into Oklahoma were likely very helpful to 
heading wheat where flooding and severe weather did not occur. Wetter weather will continue in the Southern 
Plains next week. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT/FIELDWORK): Showers continue over Ohio on Friday and could be 
moderate at times, causing some flooding potential and planting delays. Many areas have seen flooding from 
the system since last weekend and planting has been delayed, otherwise the showers were beneficial to 
emerging crops. A slow-moving trough will bring additional moderate to heavy rain chances through the end of 
next week, particularly over the southwest. -DTN 

 DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON/FIELDWORK): Showers are possible through the weekend. Areas still looking 
to get planted may find windows while emerging crops will continue to have good growing conditions. Wetter 
weather looks to set up for next week, with continual days of showers and heavy rainfall and flooding potential. -
DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

In the Covid-19 era how tough is your state https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/markets/states-ranked-from-the-fewest-coronavirus-
restrictions-to-the-most/ss-BB13YYV0?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=spartandhp  
Song of the week, while naturally it would be alone again 
https://tinyurl.com/yb3fgrl3   
     
 
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/states-ranked-from-the-fewest-coronavirus-restrictions-to-the-most/ss-BB13YYV0?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=spartandhp
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/states-ranked-from-the-fewest-coronavirus-restrictions-to-the-most/ss-BB13YYV0?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=spartandhp
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/states-ranked-from-the-fewest-coronavirus-restrictions-to-the-most/ss-BB13YYV0?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=spartandhp
https://tinyurl.com/yb3fgrl3
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BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON): Dryness continues to build in the north, which could stress developing to 
reproductive corn and cotton. Moderate rain over the south and portions of central Brazil continue through 
Saturday, benefiting emerging wheat and developing to reproductive corn and cotton. A light frost event may 
occur Monday morning in southern Brazil, which could be damaging to emerging wheat. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Moderate showers over the north will continue Friday, benefiting 
emerging wheat but slowing planting progress. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/FIELDWORK): Overall, conditions are favorable for developing to 
reproductive winter grains and emerging summer crops in the central and eastern sections. However, eastern 
portions of the continent continue to show sporadic signs of moisture deficits to heading wheat. Spring-planted 
crops should find much better conditions. Showers increased for the southeast Wednesday through Thursday, 
benefiting heading wheat. Showers are lacking in the northwest, mainly Germany but also in northern France 
and England, where drought conditions are beginning to develop. Some shower activity will move through this 
region Friday-Saturday but will be less than 1 inch and deficits will continue to build as it turns dry again next 
week. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (WINTER WHEAT/FIELDWORK): Overall, conditions are favorable for developing to 
reproductive winter grains and emerging summer crops. Periods of scattered showers have been more 
noticeable in Ukraine than southern Russia, but periods of showers will continue in the region over the next 7-10 
days, especially over Ukraine.  

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Fieldwork and planting has been behind schedule due to showers, 
soil moisture, cold, or a combination of those conditions. Showers have increased over the drier sections of 
Alberta and Saskatchewan. Cold weather may return late next week and will need to be monitored for frost and 
snow potential on newly emerging crops. -DTN 

NORTHWEST AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Filling wheat in Algeria and Tunisia will see drier conditions over the 
next several days, benefiting filling wheat. Nothing can be done at this point to save the wheat crop in Morocco. -
DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT): Western areas could use more rainfall to complete planting. But in the east, 
soil moisture is adequate and additional showers moved through earlier in the week. -DTN 

SOUTH AFRICA (CORN/SUGARCANE): Mostly dry conditions will favor harvesting corn and sugarcane. -DTN 

CHINA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN/SOYBEANS): Periods of showers in the central and north over 
the next several days will boost soil moisture for emerging corn and soybeans. Heavy showers in the south 
continue to be beneficial for developing sugarcane and rice. -DTN 

INDIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/RICE/COTTON): Rainfall continues to increase across the country as we 
head toward the monsoon season which will begin in a couple of weeks. This is beneficial to all areas for 
prepping soils for planting. Tropical Cyclone Amphan has dissipated but its showers continue in eastern India 
and Bangladesh Friday. Wind and flooding damage from the storm may have had major implications for 
infrastructure. An outbreak of locusts continues in Pakistan. Extensive damage has been reported for the early 
cotton and winter wheat crops. The swarm may start to devastate newly planted cotton and threatens western 
India this summer as well.-DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian July Palm Oil down 51 Ringgits  
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• Dalian Futures exchange Sept corn down 13 vs. the Yuan, Sept beans up 110, Sept meal down 9, Sept 
bean oil down 30 

• Asian Equity markets were lower Japan’s Nikkei down .8% China’s Shanghai down 1.9%   

• To start their day European Equity markets are lower Dax down 1.4% London FTSE down 1.8% 

• MATIF markets are lower June Corn 1.25 vs. the Euro, August Rapeseed down 2.0, Sept Wheat down 
2.0  

• Save the Date…May 22nd... China's National People's Congress has started…macro markets are 
spooked by moves being made in relationship to Hong Kong…markets are not liking so far their latest 
domestic economic support plans for Covid-19…markets are not happy that they did not release new 
economic targets 

• Save the Date…May 25th…US Memorial Day 

• Save the Date…May 28th…1Q US GDP  

• Save the Date…May 28th…US weekly jobless claims  

• Save the Date…June 6th…US monthly employment numbers  

• Covid-19 what the CDC thinks they know https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/health-news/cdc-says-
35percent-of-coronavirus-infections-are-asymptomatic/ar-BB14r1Ii?ocid=spartandhp   

• Gone from our daily rotation but not forgotten ASF making its way across India 
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/indias-northeast-hit-by-the-african-swine-fever/  

• Fall Armyworm, all quiet today except for the munching  

• Locust, tick tock Pakistan a regional response is needed now 
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/locust-problem-india-proposes-joint-response-pakistan-yet-to-
reply-88440  

• China drafts food security plan https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-agriculture/china-to-
draft-food-security-plan-amid-global-coronavirus-epidemic-idUSKBN22Y0EJ   

• India rice export prices continue to hover at 1 year highs, on stock piling demand from countries in the 
region 

• CFTC numbers at 2:30 PM CDT are expected to find that as of the close of 5/19 the MM fund were short 
9,018 wheat contracts, short 222,054 corn, long 31,965 beans, short 17,627 meal and long 1,135 oil 
contracts  

Commentary:   

The dates May 26th and June 5th are on trader’s minds. May 26th for the N. Plains is PP date. June 5th for the 
ECB is the PP plant date. With the cool end to April and the cold and wet May traders are going back to their 
S&D tables and revisiting the idea that maybe just maybe the path to a 3.318 BBU carryout could be a little bit 
tougher for the bear than first thought. We have talked about how the perceived early start to plantings is giving 
way to the idea that the corn that has been planted to date is really just going in the ground in a routine fashion. 
That means the hurdle to a 178.5 yield might be a bit higher than first thought. Keep in mind that the farmer, in 
some areas, in a bid to control cost is banking heavily on the idea that an extended growing season will get them 
to the promised land of trend line yield. This means in some areas they have used a less costly GMO seed and 
are forgoing some other inputs. Now we know that corn has gone in well in the key states of IA, NE, and S. MN 
but we also know that bin buster crops are made in periphery states. We know that corn is now going in late in 
key states such as MI, ND, IN and OH. We also know in these state there is a real risk that PP acres could total 
as much as 4.0 million. So here comes the big ifs, but if one takes 4.0 million acres out of harvested acres and 
uses a 176.0 yield leave the rest of the S&D tables unchanged and if you squint real hard spin to the left three 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/health-news/cdc-says-35percent-of-coronavirus-infections-are-asymptomatic/ar-BB14r1Ii?ocid=spartandhp
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/health-news/cdc-says-35percent-of-coronavirus-infections-are-asymptomatic/ar-BB14r1Ii?ocid=spartandhp
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/indias-northeast-hit-by-the-african-swine-fever/
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/locust-problem-india-proposes-joint-response-pakistan-yet-to-reply-88440
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/locust-problem-india-proposes-joint-response-pakistan-yet-to-reply-88440
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-agriculture/china-to-draft-food-security-plan-amid-global-coronavirus-epidemic-idUSKBN22Y0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-agriculture/china-to-draft-food-security-plan-amid-global-coronavirus-epidemic-idUSKBN22Y0EJ
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times and throw salt over your right shoulder one could make the case that a path to a sub 2.5 billion bushel 
carryout in corn could be taken. A sub 2.5 billion corn does not mean it is all good for the bull. A 2.5 billion corn 
carryout does not mean it is 4.00 dollar CZ from here on out. But it sure could mean 3.00 CZ would be off the 
table. When we come back next week after the long holiday weekend PP acres and emergence rates of corn will 
be the hot topics. If the trade feels that corn is emerging in a slower then desired fashion and talk builds toward a 
4.0 million PP acres number, game on for the great 2020 weather markets.  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits. You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 


